WAVO WORKSHOP 2017
Singapore
Wednesday 29 September 2017
CALL FOR PAPERS
Theme: “EVOLVING TREND IN VALUATION”

Introduction
The WAVO Workshop 2017 has its theme on “Evolving Trend in Valuation” is most timely with the fast-changing landscape of businesses and economies around the world. The valuation industry has to evolve to keep pace with the change.

The Workshop aims to take a global perspective on how the practice of valuation has evolved from the region such as Europe, the U.S. as well as in Asia. It will also have speakers sharing their views on the International Valuation Standards (IVS 2017) and its adoption in the global market as well as its impact on local market practice. Some of the topics include: A look at Valuation and Technology – views from the US and Australia, Trends of Valuation in Asia and Global Valuation Standards versus Local Valuation Practice – perspectives from Europe and Asia Pacific.

Submission Deadline
Submission Deadline : 6th October 2017
Acceptance Notification : 11st October 2017
Submission of PowerPoint Deck : 17st November 2017

For Enquiries: likim@wavoglobal.org
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